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Goodman asked (Q1) whether there can be an aesthetic difference for someone at a time between two
objects she cannot then tell apart, and (Q2) whether there can be any aesthetic difference at all between two objects
no one can ever tell apart. Manifestationism answers "no" to both questions, on the basis of two principles, (P1)
aesthetically significant features of an object must show up in our experience of it; and (P2) a feature -aesthetic or
not- figures in our experience only if we can discriminate when it is present.

Anyone seeking to reject Manifestationism must overcome four problems. The uncoupling problem is that
of explaining how we can experience two objects differently without being able to distinguish them. This problem is
solved by appeal to ideas familiar from Goodman and Walton. The way we experience an object is affected by the
contrast and comparison classes against which we view it. This shows (P2) to be false, on one reading - there can
be an experiential difference without a difference in discriminatory response. However, it does not show that such
experiential differences reflect anything about the nature of the object experienced.

The problem of relevance is to state which experiential differences, induced by switching comparison class,
are indeed so reflective. (P2), read as a claim about what is required for features of the object to be manifest in
experience, provides one solution. So read, we have yet to show that it is false. To do so we must at least develop
an alternative solution to the relevance problem. Goodman's solution is to appeal to future discriminations. This
allows him to answer (Q1) positively, but only at the cost of a negative answer to (Q2). His own attempt to buck this
consequence confuses constitutive and epistemological issues, and thus fails.

I offer a novel solution. Given that doubles can be experienced differently, the relevant experiences are just
those reflecting the facts (e.g. historical) constitutive of the aesthetic properties in question. It is not necessary that
one be able to tell the F-double from its non-F twin; it suffices that one experience the former as F and that it really
be so. This promises to reinstate as aesthetic those properties, such as ground-breaking originality, which
Manifestationism sought to exclude. Careful attention to the dialectic shows that the solution is not question-
begging, and that it does not presuppose an implausible realism about aesthetic properties. Two difficulties remain.
The problem of accidentality is that one's experience of one of the doubles, even when reflecting its nature, might
easily not have done. For its twin might have easily raised the same response, though, ex hypothesi, lacking the
relevant nature. This, however, is a difficulty in our access to aesthetic properties; our concern is with what
constitutes the aesthetic.

The problem of substitutability is to say what reason we have to expose ourselves to one of the pair, rather
than the other. After all, each sustains the key experience, even if in only one case is it veridical. However, why isn’t
veridicality itself the reason? Any attempt to deny that it can be seems to commit the Manifestationist to a far
broader, and more controversial, position: a general scepticism about the importance of our experience, beliefs and
other mental states reflecting the way the world is.


